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Passage: Exodus 20, primarily the 10 Commandments. (These are also repeated in Deut. 5.)

Themes,  topics,  goals: The holiness of God, our personal holiness;  why personal holiness is  important in a
covenant  relationship;  the  function  of  such  commands  in  the  covenant  /  gospel;  the  purpose  of  the  10
Commandments; their relevance to our spiritual lives today. 

Background. 
The Ten Commandments in scholarly contexts are called the Decalogue (from Greek, “10 words/sayings”).

They are quite familiar to us, and don't need a lot of commentary here. This is a Bible study that with a few
general guiding questions almost writes itself (at least in part; discussion of the Decalogue in the Old Testament
covenant requires more thought).  

First, for non-believers, one common misconception is that these commandments are somewhat optional,
especially for those who come from a post-modern or relativistic worldview. A more common misconception is
that these and other commands are rules to follow in order to attain salvation. Even a few Christians believe that
people had to follow these rules in Old Testament times to be saved, but now in the New Testament age we can be
saved by grace. For people with such misconceptions, it is necessary to point out that nowhere does the Bible
ever, ever, ever say that these are rules to follow to gain salvation or favor from God. It never presents commands
in  any such manner. The Bible,  even in  the Old Testament,  never offers  the possibility of  being  saved by
following commands. It never presents any commands in a context where it says, “Do this and you can earn
salvation”. Even if one could misinterpret such commands in such a way, it would be impossible to decide on
some kind of standard or cut-off point – how good is good enough? The Bible never offers such criteria, because
of course, it’s impossible to earn salvation from a perfectly holy God who cannot tolerate any sin. These are
important  points  to  make  with  any  persons  in  your  Bible  study  who  might  operate  under  this  kind  of
misconception. It’s a very serious one, but very common in popular culture and popular religion1. 

To properly understand their role, we have to consider their context in the covenant literature of the Old
Testament. Covenants in the Ancient Near East typically contained among their provisions (see the handouts on
covenants and OT) terms that defined the covenant relationship, and a series of obligations or rules for members of
the covenant to follow. Those rules were for those who were already in a covenant relationship or in the process of
entering a covenant, and thus were not intended as a means of initiating or entering a covenant. For the Israelites,
God had made a general covenant with the whole nation to be their God and for them to be his people -- sort of
like a divine treaty. So the 10 Commandments applied to the whole nation in that sense.  But on the personal level,

1 This is certainly very common in Western culture with its nominal Christianity. Many Westerners would consider themselves “Christians”
and “basically good people” because they grew up in a “Christian culture”, intellectually accept some basic Christian teachings, and think
that generally they adequately follow the moral commandments of the Bible. 
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each person had to enter into a personal covenant with God, i.e., a personal relationship, or what we understand
today in the form of the gospel. For those who enter into a personal relationship with the Lord, this is what he
expects. As the one who establishes and offers the covenant, he has the right to impose his terms and conditions
on the relationship. 

The 10 Commandments in part define the relationship between us and God. He is holy, and expects us to be
holy. These commandments thus describe what God is like, and teaches us that he expects us to emulate him,
because that is what he demands. So these commands are not arbitrary, and are not designed to confine us and
make our lives boring, but are designed to make us realize our full potential as God's children and to benefit fully
from our relationship with God.  

This in turn addresses a common misconception among younger believers that we do not need to follow the
10 Commandments anymore, since we live under a gospel of grace. However, salvation was done the same way in
the Old Testament (as we'll see when we study Abraham), by faith in God, which meant entering into a covenant
relationship with God, just like in our New Testament understanding of a personal relationship with Christ. As
Christians, and similarly for OT saints, we are saved for a purpose, which is to serve, live for, and glorify God.
We, too, are under a covenant, the one that Jesus described as the “ new covenant”  at the Last Supper, which of
course is just a new form of the same OT covenant, but with some requirements removed that Jesus himself
fulfilled – the animal sacrifice requirements and other ritual requirements of the OT law, for example. All the other
requirements – to follow God’ s moral law, to serve and live for him,  to glorify him, etc. – are all still in effect.
Salvation by grace is designed to make it possible for us to obey God’ s moral and ethical commands, not to be
exempt from them. 

Also, all of the 10 Commandments are repeated in one form or another in the New Testament (e.g.,  Rom.
13:8-10, Mt. 5:17-19, Mt. 19:17). The only “ exception”  is the one about the sabbath day. In the OT, Jews were
commanded to keep it holy by not working, and in practice they attended temple or synagogue services. In the NT
it is repeated in a different form, in that we are commanded to meet regularly for worship, i.e., to attend (and serve
in) church (Heb. 10:25). The command to not work was part of the OT civil law – a culture-specific instantiation
of the moral law – and is to be distinguished from the moral part of the command itself, which is to worship God
regularly. However,  there  are some very conservative Christians today who still  take the prohibition against
working literally today, and refuse to do work on Sundays; this is known as a (strict) sabbatarian position. While it
is possible to follow such a lifestyle if one chooses and if one feels s/he can better honor God that way – that is
within the parameters of Christian freedom regarding gray areas discussed in Rom. 14 and 1 Cor. 8 – it would not
be appropriate to take an absolute position on this or to impose this view on others2. 

There are a number of application points that can be discussed for each commandment. Besides some more
familiar points (see the questions section), there’ s of course Jesus’ s clarification of the interpretation of the 10
Commandments as spiritual truths  that  apply to  inward sins,  thoughts and attitudes  as well  as outward sins
(Matthew 5:21-30), and also his comments on misunderstandings of the death penalty (Mt. 5:38-42)3. For an
evangelistic group, Matthew 5:21-30 on lust and anger are important application points that merit extra discussion,
and it’ s a good way of clarifying to non-believers the Christian teachings on law, sin, and holiness. 

Another interesting area of application is as follows, especially if you use Jesus’  logic in Mt. 5: Can you
break just one commandment at a time? Well, any time you break a commandment, you are putting something
ahead of God in terms of your priorities, what you are devoted to, what is important to you, and the center of your
emotional,  intellectual,  and/or  spiritual  life.  That constitutes  idolatry,  a  violation  of  the first  commandment.
Idolatry is a violation of the second commandment if it involves a material thing, that involves a physical idol.
Coveting in  its  various  forms like materialism fall  under  that. Lust,  adultery,  or  sexual sins  in  general  are
particularly strong sins, because they involve complete devotion to the object of lust, so it is a particularly strong

2 There are also smaller groups of Christians who still observe Saturday as their sabbath, in accordance with Old Testament tradition,
such as the Seventh Day Adventists and Seventh Day Baptists. 

3 Of course, it’s better to avoid controversial issues like the death penalty, which are very emotionally charged and where good lay
Christians and theologians have strong disagreements. But for a bit of commentary on the matter, see the notes on the extra optional
Bible study on Genesis 4 from this series. Personally, I’m against the death penalty, as I believe it was only intended for the Old
Testament period under the Law of Moses (the civil law). But I would rather keep it out of a study like this, because I have strong
feelings about it and discussion could easily get too emotional (as it involves the state taking the power over human life that rightfully
only belongs to God), and more importantly, because it’s not relevant to the main points of this study. 
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form of idolatry as well as coveting. In fact, all the sins listed involve misplaced desires and spiritual priorities
(and the intellectual and emotional are closely bound up with the spiritual). So you can’ t break just one; breaking
one involves breaking others as well. It’ s like a TV ad that ran in the US in the 1980’ s for a brand of potato chips
that said, “ You can’ t eat just one”  – they’ re supposedly so good or addictive (at least because of all the salt) that
you can’ t stop eating once you’ ve had one. 

One that tends not to receive much discussion is the one against bearing false testimony. Basically, this
applies    to lying, saying untrue things, or making false accusations against others, and not just in a formal or legal
setting. Such sins are serious, because they are the same kind of tools that Satan himself likes to use. The name
Satan means ‘accuser’ , because he always accuses God’ s children before him. Also, when he tempted Eve in the
Garden, when he contradicted what God had said (“ you wont’  really die” ), he implicitly accused God of lying or
operating with bad intentions (“ really, you’ ll  become god-like – don't let that God restrict you for no good
reason” ). This commandment is violated in so many ways: when non-believers misinterpret and put down what we
believe; when out of legalism or religious pride some people falsely accuse others of wrong, or misinterpret
others; when we insult others; when we unfairly misrepresent others; when we put others down, etc. These kinds
of verbal tactics, even when done implicitly, play into the devil’ s hands. Also, when we do so as believers, we are
a bad witness, and in a sense we misuse God’ s name. 

Now  while  it  could  be  claimed  that  these  commandments  are  similar  to  the  ethical  teachings  or
commandments of other religions, the commands against idolatry and to worship God alone are not found in any
other Ancient Near Eastern religions, and in few other major religions today. The sabbath command is wholly
unique among the world’ s religions. And most notably, this differs from moral teachings of other religions in that
here it is not just law, but it is an important part of the covenant. The teaching of a God entering into a personal
covenant, that is, a personal relationship with people, is most unique among the world’ s religions, whether in the
OT covenant form or the form of the NT gospel. A final point, in case this comes up, is that nonetheless, some
have claimed that all the world’ s religions are the same, in that basically they all teach the same basic moral
teachings. Many use this as a criticism against the claims of Christianity that Christ is the only way to God, since
all religions are “ the same” . Aside from the fact that there are crucial differences between Christianity and other
religions  in  terms of  the nature and conception of  God,  the theology of  salvation,  the personal relationship
distinguishes our faith from all others. And as for universal moral teachings, C.S. Lewis actually points to the
ethical  commonalities of the world’ s religions as an argument in favor of the biblical teachings of God and
morality.  He points out that  these ethical  commonalities  around the world point  to  the fact  that  morality  is
universal, not just relative, and that these ethical similarities across religions point to the fact that God created
everyone with a  consciousness of good and evil  and the existence of God.   This is  a good theological  and
anthropological explanation of Rom. 1:20,  which states that “ For since the creation of the world, God’ s invisible
qualities – his eternal power and divine nature – have been clearly seen, being understood from what has been
made, so that men are without excuse.”

Additional notes.
1. The Ten Commandments as literature: Some skeptics claim that various parts of the Old Testament, such as creation
stories, the Ten Commandments, the Psalms, and religious laws, are similar literarily to religious literature of Ancient Near
Eastern (ANE) pagan cultures, and that these similarities, they claim, show that the Old Testament teachings were not so
unique or original. While this is true that there are literary similarities, it is because these are common genres or literary
forms that were common throughout the ANE, which are forms that do not exist in Western culture. However, use of similar
genres is natural, especially if God wanted to communicate to people of the ANE world in terms that they could understand.

It is not surprising that the Bible would use these common genres like theological narratives (Gen. 1-3), law, other
forms of covenant literature, prophesy, and psalms; it is no more surprising than using genres like historical narratives.
However, the content and teachings of these forms in the Bible is radically different than in the religious writings of pagan
cultures. For example, while pagan religions and cultures had religious and civil law like in the Pentateuch, biblical law was
based on the one true God and his nature, and thus are quite different from pagan morality. For example, the law of the
famous Code of Hammurabi, of King Hammurabi of Babylon, imposed punishments for murder, but which varied according
to social class. For example, a person of the upper class who killed a peasant or slave got off with paying a fine, but the
death penalty was applied if a lower class person killed another lower class person. In the Bible, poor people and women
are treated equally and fairly, without favoritism for a person’s race, gender, status, or class. In these and other ways, the
moral teachings of the OT were much better and fairer than in other ANE religions.
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2. Misusing God’s name.  The English words ‘swear’ and ‘swearing’ are potentially confusing. It can mean to take an oath,
as in a formal or legal situation; this is clearly allowed and described in the OT law. When Jesus talks about taking oaths in
Matthew 5:33-37, he is not criticizing oath-taking in general, but the hypocritical, man-made, complex system of oaths that
the Pharisees maintained. For example, the Pharisees could swear by the temple but yet break the oath, but swearing by
the gold in the temple was considered legally binding. The particular  types of swearing that Jesus criticizes are were
specific Pharisaical rituals of swearing.

On the other hand, in more colloquial English, ‘swearing’ refers to using curse words, i.e., vulgarity or profanity. This is
generally covered in New Testament teachings about purity and proper speech (Eph. 5:4, 1 Tim. 4:12, Prov. 22:11), and
glorifying God in what we say (Col 3:17, Rom. 15:6). The more relevant applications in this passage include making false
oaths in God’s name (like oaths, vows, or promises that we later break – what Jesus addressed in Mt. 5), as well as certain
profane words that  come to  mind  that  compound  God’s  name with  a  curse  word or  other  interjection  (as emotional
expressive words, e.g., out of surprise, anger, frustration, etc.) that is used as an expression of anger or negative emotion. 

Then there’s a bit of a gray area. Sometimes people use ‘God’  or ‘Jesus’  or such as interjections (like “oh, God”).
Christians may vary in their sensitivity  to this  practice.  Some of  us probably don’t  mind occasional  use of  “oh,  God”,
especially in minor situations and in a normal tone of voice, while some are bothered by any such use of God’s name.
There we have to be considerate of others’  sensibilities (Rom. 14, 1 Cor. 8). But using God’s name like that regularly or
often, especially as a strong emotional reaction, in anger, or while raising one’s voice, is not good, and that’s one of the
things that this commandment also applies to. This is very common in secular society, but it is quite disrespectful toward
God. Put yourself in God’s place: How would you like it if people shouted your name whenever they got angry or upset?
Maybe it’s not necessarily blasphemous, but especially the way non-believers practice it is certainly very disrespectful. 

If these issues (see previous footnote) are problems for some people, a good thing to do is to learn to substitute
other expressions or behaviors, and eliminate this practice or restrict to infrequent use for minor situations. Centuries ago,
for example, the English language developed euphemisms as substitute words to create useful but religiously non-offensive
interjections, such as: ‘gosh’ from ‘God’; ‘goodness’, ‘good grief’ and such as substitutes for ‘God’; ‘for Pete’s sake’ instead
of ‘for Christ’s sake’ (as an expression of exasperation or frustration, substituting St. Peter’s name for Christ’s); and ‘gee’
from ‘Jesus’ (and other variations in slang and dialect). Using these and other euphemisms can be good alternatives for a
better witness. Other euphemisms for other swear words include ‘heck’, ‘darn’, ‘shoot’ (and variations like ‘darn it’, and the
more dialectal ‘dang’). However, caution is in order here. Though these euphemisms are not at all vulgar or offensive,
overusing them (like ‘heck, darn’), or saying them regularly and in anger, would often be symptomatic of a negative attitude,
at least one that’s not very Christ-like. 

Questions. 

1. Major global questions.
= What is the purpose of the 10 Commandments? Is is just a list of do’ s and don’ t’ s?
= Were they ever intended as a means of salvation? How can you be sure that wasn’ t the intended purpose? Was

it possible for people in Old Testament times to follow them for salvation? How were people saved back then? 
= What then is the role of the Commandments in the Old Testament covenant? 
= Do we still have to follow them? Why would we still be bound by them if we are saved by grace? See  Rom.

13:8-10, Heb. 10:25.

2. General discussion.
How are the 10 Commandments introduced? (the prologue, verse 1) Why is this important?

Are these commandments popular today among non-believers, and in the general culture? Why not? Does
following these commands as a lifestyle limit our human potential?  Our freedom? Our pleasure and fulfillment in
life? 
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Do you see a logical division between commandments #1-4 and #5-10? Is there a relationship between these
two sets?4 How is it that the first four entail the last six? Can you follow just those that deal with your relationship
to God and ignore other people? Can you just focus on those dealing with interpersonal relationships and ignore
those about God? What happens if we become unbalanced in one direction? What are some examples of other
religions, philosophical views, or lifestyles that err in this aspect? How about some examples of religious people
who have set poor examples in this area? 

What does v5 mean – visiting fathers’  sins upon their children? Doesn’ t  that seem unfair? How does it
contrast with v6?5

What does misusing God’ s name mean? (v7) Does it just mean not swearing, or not using curse words with
God’ s name in them? What other behaviors could constitute misusing God’ s name? What about claiming to be a
Christian and being a poor witness in your lifestyle? Making use of your identity as a Christian for personal gain,
or publicly identifying yourself as a Christian only when it is convenient to do so? For younger Christians who
have problems with inappropriate language, how can they improve their behavior and their witness?

What is the purpose of the sabbath command? Why is it good for us – spiritually as well as physically? How
do we observe it today? (Heb. 10:25) Why is it important to attend church? Is just attending church enough? Do
we have to rest and avoid work? Still, why is it a good idea to rest sometimes? 

How did Jesus interpret the Ten Commandments? (Matthew 5:21-30) Is he raising or lowering the standard
of what God expects from people? What is the logic behind his interpretation? How would this logic apply to our
understanding of the other commandments? Give specific examples of a few other commandments. 

Why are lust, anger, and such sins so powerful and so easy to fall into? Why are they dangerous? How do
they affect our relationship with God that is different from other sins? Why is the biblical view of these so at odds
with what the world thinks?  

How do the commands on idolatry and serving other gods apply to us today? What kinds of idols do we
struggle  with? What about coveting? What kinds of  modern lifestyles  and attitudes fall  under the rubric  of
coveting? (See, e.g., James 4:2, 1 Tim. 6:10.) What’ s wrong with a little wealth, material things, and ambition?
How do these things affect our view of God? Of ourselves? Of others? What do we need to repent of and change? 

What does ‘bearing false testimony against your neighbor’  mean? What are ways that we might do so? How
might we do this against other believers – such as those whom you have disagreements with? Against non-
believers? How do non-believing skeptics commit this against us? What is false accusation? How is it related to
Satan’ s character and techniques? Why is false witness (false testimony) such a spiritually harmful thing? 

How should we apply these to our lives? As a list of do’ s and don’ t’ s to follow? As a series of things to
follow to earn God’ s approval or favor? Or is there a better way to apply them? When you consider Jesus’  method
of interpretation of these commands, how should you change your thinking? Your attitudes? Your lifestyle? How
you relate to God?

3. More big questions. 
What do these commandments teach us about God? What are we supposed to learn from these about his

nature? About ourselves? Does God really expect us to follow all these? Does that seem unreasonable? Or is there
a problem with us? 

4 As you may know, the first four deal with our relationship with God (the vertical dimension), and the last six deal with our relationships
with others (the horizontal level). And of course, both necessarily go together. 

5 This refers to the fact that parents often pass along their sins and sin problems to their children, and thus passing guilt on to them. That
is an unfair consequence of sin, in that children are affected by their parents’ sins, either because they learn those sinful patterns, or
because they are hurt by them. However, children are people with free will, and are personally held accountable for their sins, because
even though we learn sinful patterns from our parents, we are still responsible for our behavior and our sins. In contrast, as we  heard a
few weeks ago, God’s love extends to thousands of generations, an unfathomably long time, in contrast to a few  generations of
judgment. 
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What is holiness? What does it mean for God to be holy? Why does God expect us to be holy? What does
holiness look like in the life of a Christian? In your life? What is the purpose of personal holiness? What is the
single greatest obstacle to personal holiness in your life? (Be specific.)  In what ways do we sometimes mistakenly
believe that we’ ve achieved (some degree of) holiness? 

Can you violate just one commandment? Does breaking one involve breaking another? How so? Give some
specific examples of sins, and discuss how they lead to multiple violations. 

Prayer.
Focus on a couple of specific sin problems in your life, and take them to God. Pray for personal holiness in

your life. Express praise and adoration for God’ s holiness. Pray for a deeper understanding of holiness in your
personal covenant relationship with God. 
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